SET UP AND TAKE DOWN
10 seconds set up
10 seconds take down
Unsurpassed holding power

1. DRILL
Hold drill with both hands, drill all the way down.
Use only the Airkipp® drill bit for a correct fit.

2. INSERT
Fold the bottom uninflated gate in two and insert
it into the hole to the printed white line, decal
facing downhill.

3. INFLATE
The Airkipp® iPack inflation system will turn off
automatically. Add 3-4 seconds of additional air to the
gates for high level racing to make a stiffer gate for
increased speed. Eliminates the need for cross
blocking or shinning.

4. DEFLATE
Release the top valve and the gate will deflate for
easy removal from the snow.

5. EXTRACT
After you remove the gates from the snow ...
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ALL FUN - NO PAIN

safe no-pain inflatable slalom gates

6. ROLL UP
... immediately roll them up and place them into the
supplied duffle bag. 20 iGates fit neatly into the bag
and will stay rolled up, ready for the next use.

presents

AIRKIPP iGate STARTER KIT
®

The Starter-Kit includes:
- Airkipp® Charger
- Airkipp® iPack inflation system with auto
OFF and additional remote ON/OFF button

- Airkipp® Drill bit

- Modified Back Pack

- 5 yellow* inflatable Airkipp® iGates

- Duffle bag

- 5 blue* inflatable Airkipp® iGates

high visibility Fluorescent*

Your Race course in a bag.

Airkipp® iPack
INFLATION SYSTEM

INFLATABLE GATES

Attach the required fill hose to the iPack.
Turn ON the power switch. You are
now ready to use the inflation system.

5 yellow* inflatable Airkipp®
iGates, 5 blue* inflatable
Airkipp® iGates (high
visibility Fluorescent*)

CHARGER

DRILL BIT

A charger is supplied with the iPack.
Once charged you will have enough
power to charge over 200 iGates.

Use only this custom drill
bit to ensure correct hold
in the snow.

fill hose to the iPack already inside the backpack. Drill the holes for

DUFFLE BAG

BACKPACK

the backpack with some folded iGates (you can also take the

iGates with the required custom Airkipp® iGate drill bit and set up

Modified Back Pack

supplied duffle bag - 20 iGates fit neatly into it). Attach the required

your course.

20 iGates fit neatly into the supplied
duffle bag and will stay rolled up,
ready for the next use.

Pack your iPack inflation system and the Airkipp® iGate drill bit into

WARNING | DESIGNED FOR SHARP SKI EDGES. DO NOT USE SHARP OBJECTS. DAMAGE CA USED BY SHARP OBJECTS WILL NOT BE COVERED BY ANY WARRANTY.

